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The easrgy an«! lit« Uanaitimis of electrons will be investigated in the 
ojise of eyaoi.de complex ions [Cr (CN) g] * [Mn (CN^6l3 . lFe(CN) 6]3- . 
|Co cm r F ' [NKCN) ¿P e 0vm(CN) |4- , £ F e ( c t f < f ' . U[Co (CN) 6)4 ' 

by the LCAO-n.ethod. An analogous calculation was previously published by 
GILDE and BAN Q] in tl» case pf̂  Cr (IIDhpxB cyanide complex*: ion. 

Tie complex ion [fyle(CN)g] considered consists of a central metal 
ion (Me) and six cyanide ions so that the nucleus of tie complex in surrounded 
by six cyanide groups with octahedral symmetry. According to well known 
experimental lasts the eealral metallic ion. as wdl as the C and N atoms of 
the cyanide groups, respectively, are local on the axes of the octahedron 
so that the C atoms are iieairer to the central ion, 

It is assumed that between the central ion and the groups of the 
coordination zone covalent bonds exist These bonds are the molecular orbitals 
composed by five 3d, one 4s and three 4p atomic orbitals of the central 
metallic ion and by the three 2p orbitals of the C atoms of the coordination 
zone as we!!. Let TJE^suppose that the influence of the electrons of tie closed 
shells of t!ie metal ion and №e C atoms, respectively, ms v.-Atfteli!/:a& "-"the 
interactions between the cyanide groups can be neglected. So 24+n electrons 
must be placed on the molecular orbitals formed by tie 27 atomic orbitals 
/n means the ¡¡¡umber of the 3d electrons of the central ions/. 

Let the 27 atomic or teak mentioned above be regarded as basic vectors 
of a 27~.dimensional space o^ functions. Taking the symmetry Ojj of the 
problems into a^^ounl in this space of functions one can easily obtain the 
representation of the group. This reducible representation can be put in the form 

' •' , i 
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where f~denotes the 27--dimensional reducible representational^-* means the 

dimensional representation of the group corresponding to the orbitals in the 

directions of the axes of the octahedron; pjp 'denotes.''the 12- dimensional 

representation of 'he_ group corresponding to other atomic orbitals of the C -

atomsi Q 3 
and | j2 s p 3 represent, tie orbitals of the central metallic ion. 

Finally, A, E and T, respectively, mean irreducible representations of tie group 
° h ' 

The basic vectors of tie irreducible representation will be used £¿1 starting 
functions of the LCAO-nlethod, The energy of the electrons can be calculated 
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ín tlie usual way by the solution of the secular equation: 

I I I . . - E S j J * ö i . 2 27) 

Owing to the reduction outlined above the determinant on the left number of this 

equation Will be a product of three determinants of the first order belonging to 

the irreducible representation Tjg and T2g res p. » three determinants of the 

second order belonging to T2g. three determinants of the tliird order belonging 

to two determinants of (lie second order belonging to Eg, finally, one 

determinant of the second order belonging to the irreducible representation A 

The roots belonging to the A, E and T representations are ôfte, two. and tliree 

fold degenerate, respectively, 

Hj j mean the matrix elements of lïiôr.:Hamiltonian and Sj j denote the , . 

overlap integrals. It is assumed that the distances between the nucleus and 

the cyanide ions are 2,00 A corresponding to the experimental value. Let Üs 

suppose that the matrix eteföfents My agree with the ionization energy of frëe 

neutral atoms and tlie ma trix elements 11« (i^'j) are calculated by the formulé 

of WOLFSBERG and IlELMHOLZ, One cán calculate tlie overlap integral^ S j j 

by tlie approximation methods suggssted previously [2], 

lite results of thé present investigations can be summarized as follows: 

1./ Tlie energies calculated on lie basis of tie secular equation are 

given in Table t, in eV urftë. 

2,/ Thé selection rules render possible tlie determination of the transition 

énergies of the electrons represented in Table II. in cm" ' units. The values! in 

the second column of this taijle correspond to tlie maxima of tie experimental 

absorption curves measured by KISS, CSÁSZÁR and LEHOTAI [3] . Tlie 

values in brackets denote the inf lexion points of tie absorption curves having 

nearly horizontal tangents. 

3./ One can see that more transition energies have been found than ere 

found experimentally. As a matter of fact, this can be explained as follows '. 

/ J : / ft can immediately be seen tliat one part of tie calculated values cannot be 

found in the interval of tlie ápectra measured, / i i / H e other part of tie transitions 

calculated form different groups containing nearly eqiBl transitions^ tlie mean", 'I.. 

values of tie transitions in tlie different groups correspond very well to the 

experimental data, / i i i / One can also find calculated transition lines in tie 

interval 10.000 - 20,000 cnrUunvevëtv-lhis interval of the absorption spectra 

cannot be measured by the experimental equipment of the cited author. / iv / As 

fer as is known to us, in tie case of the complex ions of and Mnr+ , 

respectively, experimental data have not been published 

4,/ Finally, one can put the following question! If tie cyaiide groups of tïiê 

coordination "Erne are separated from the central metallic ion, then - since in 

¿lie case of increasing distance tie interactions between tie groups and the 

metallic iori decrease - tliè eiiergies and the transition energies of tlie electrons 

öf the complex íön respectively, would be reduced into those of tlie free Central 

lOh and tlie free cyanide ff-Oup as wôll. As a matter of lact there may exist îhree 

Classes of transitions which correspond to tlfc transitions of the free central ion, of 

the free cyanide ions, and tlie interacEon between the central ion and tlie cyanide 
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Table I 
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Table II 

Cr3+ n 3 + . 

Calculated Observed Calculated Observed 

2098 7342 5600 

7261 5000 16701 

9359 27997 27000 

25738 26800 29691 30500 

29853 33161 33000 

31627 32000 33400 

37114 37800 37000 3700P 
r 

4841 o 44698 41000 

57366 46745 46000 

48085 

Fe Co3+ 

Calculated Observed Calculated Observed 

7504 5000 7584 6340 

16943 1Q892 

23559 24000 15507 

24447 18476 

24432 25000 24286 25000 

31708 31000 31143 ! 32000 

36146 33000 ! 34532 

39212 39000 42117 38500 

46312 45500 46151 

50992 
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40099 
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49055 
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groups, respectively. Nevertheless* these classification of the transition lines 
cannot be put into correlation with well known experimental classifications, 
namely, these transition lines corresponding to the different groups are not 
localized on different parts of the spectra. 
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